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A portal that validates software on servers and devices. 
Always know what executables are and are NOT 

 supposed to be on your systems. 

 

 appDNAcenter.com - a free portal 



 

The appDNAcenter.com is an universal software DNA portal for enterprises to certify and to authenticate their software 
validities, therefore enterprises can effectively to eliminate suspicious malware from their systems and to mitigate the risk of 
data leak and system sabotage. 
 
Our mission is to build a world-class software DNA bank that contains public and proprietary software DNA information 
generated by you and software vendors, i.e. IBM, HP, Apple, Microsoft, ORACLE, SAP, Google, Adobe, and etc. Enter-
prises and software developers can leverage our technology to safeguard their software assets and to defend today's fast-
growing and widely-spread IT security threats. 
 
Our goal is to assure you a highly-available and secure DNA center for checking the validity of your software, proprietary 
and public, at all times. 
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iMaxSOFT 

appDNAcenter.com 

Software Attributes - our DNA technology defines software attributes from its smallest components up, hence any varia-
tions detected by our intelligent DNA analyzer across check-points trigger alerts, and immediate pre-emptive actions can be 
taken to prevent serious damages. 
 
Software DNA Maker - our DNA auto-maker is a shell script that scans and creates DNA for all components of software 
that resides on your servers, and the outputs of DNA auto-maker are used for software validity checking and are the base 
for implementing your proprietary software asset management warehouse. 
 
Shell Scripts - we never distribute or download executables, programs and libraries, onto your servers, we only use shell 
scripts for software DNA collection. You may add additional attributes to our scripts for collecting more enterprise specific 
information which can be incorporated into your proprietary software asset management. 
 
Software Validity Checking - first, run DNA auto-maker script for DNA collection, second, upload the scanned DNA re-
sults to appDNAcenter.com, and that’s it. The appDNAcenter.com does DNA mapping analysis to produce alert reports and 
then integrates DNA into your software asset warehouse. 
 
Known vs. Unknown - you know exactly what’s downloaded from appDNAcenter.com to your systems, a DNA auto-maker 
script, and you know exactly what's uploaded to appDNAcenter.com, the output of the DNA auto-maker. Never unknown. 
 
Software Asset Management (SAM) - software whether is developed in-house or acquired from vendors are assets of the 
enterprise, they need to be managed and controlled as any other assets. The SAM is an on-line cloud based software asset 
management system that is catered specific to your needs. You may check software details, i.e. installation information, 
versions, upgrades and patches, revisions history, questionable components, threat alerts, and etc. any time 24X7. 
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Features 

 

1. You always know what software components are on 
your systems and what are not supposed to be there. 

2. A highly available cloud solution, you can authenticate 
your software at anytime from anywhere. 

3. A low-maintenance, low-overhead, and highly available 
cloud based Software Asset Management system. 

4. Extremely easy to use, you scan and upload, appDNA-
center.com does the rest. 

5. Highly secured, you download shell scripts and upload 
their outputs from and to appDNAcenter.com. Both 
scripts and outputs are defined openly in text. 

Benefits 


